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Going Bovine meets Trainspotting in this gritty portrait of at-risk teens gaming the prescription drug
trial system.
 
Meet Audie: Professional lab rat. Guinea pig. Serial human test subject. For Audie and her friends,
“volunteering” for pharmaceutical drug trials means a quick fix and easy cash.
Sure, there’s the occasional nasty side effect, but Audie’s got things under control. If Monday’s pill causes a
rash, Tuesday’s ointment usually clears it right up. Wednesday’s injection soothes the sting from Tuesday’s
“cure,” and Thursday’s procedure makes her forget all about Wednesday’s headache. By the time Friday
rolls around, there’s plenty of cash in hand and perhaps even a slot in a government-funded psilocybin study,
because WEEKEND!
 
But the best fix of all is her boyfriend, Dylan, whose terminal illness just makes them even more compatible.
He’s turning eighteen soon, so Audie is saving up to make it an unforgettable birthday. That means more
drug trials than ever before, but Dylan is worth it.
No pain, no gain, Audie tells herself as the pills wear away at her body and mind. No pain, no gain, she
repeats as her grip on reality starts to slide. . . .
 
Raw and irreverent, Placebo Junkies will captivate readers until the very end, when author J. C. Carleson
leans in for a final twist of the knife.
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From reader reviews:

Mark Giordano:

Inside other case, little folks like to read book Placebo Junkies. You can choose the best book if you want
reading a book. Providing we know about how is important the book Placebo Junkies. You can add know-
how and of course you can around the world by a book. Absolutely right, due to the fact from book you can
learn everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you will be known. About simple point
until wonderful thing you could know that. In this era, we are able to open a book or searching by internet
system. It is called e-book. You should use it when you feel weary to go to the library. Let's learn.

Susan Williams:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be change about what going on or data even
knowledge to make these people keep up with the era and that is always change and move ahead. Some of
you maybe will update themselves by reading books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems
coming to you is you don't know what one you should start with. This Placebo Junkies is our
recommendation so you keep up with the world. Why, because book serves what you want and want in this
era.

Roy Stoudt:

Reading a guide tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of
information that can give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world can certainly share
their idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. Lots of author can inspire their very own reader with their
story or even their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the ebooks. But also they write about the
data about something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your
sons or daughters, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors these days always try to improve
their ability in writing, they also doing some investigation before they write with their book. One of them is
this Placebo Junkies.

Claire Davis:

Reading can called mind hangout, why? Because when you are reading a book particularly book entitled
Placebo Junkies your brain will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in each aspect that maybe
unfamiliar for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written in a publication
then become one web form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get prior to. The Placebo
Junkies giving you a different experience more than blown away your mind but also giving you useful data
for your better life on this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and
mind is going to be pleased when you are finished reading it, like winning an activity. Do you want to try
this extraordinary wasting spare time activity?
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